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Strategies for Successful Team Transition

This presentation will 

►Explore strategies for promoting thoughtful team 

transition

►Suggest methods for orienting new team members

►Examine the sustainable use of educational tools

►Discuss community communication strategies

►Promote ownership for a team action plan, and to

►Encourage a spirit of shared leadership



Leadership Culture

►Leadership is strategic

►Leadership is a collective activity across boundaries –

distributed and often exists without formal authority

►Leadership is relational and requires team effort

►Leadership is adaptive/reflective



Leadership Challenges

►Balancing leadership and management needs

►Reinforcing continuous team fitness

►Distributing the work and clarifying expectations 

about how to best co-lead

►Planning for team attrition and succession 

planning



Multi-disciplinary Drug Court Team and 

Collaborative Advantage

Capitalizing on the individual skills of a 

diverse group of leaders, while creating 

interpersonal links, requires shared leadership 

and vision.



Team Transition - Assignment or Ally?

►Thoughtful assignment comes from engaged 

administrators

►Willingness to participate is mediated by 

organizational culture and commitment 

►Defined issues and potential solutions can 

generate interest

►Volunteers arise from educated communities and 

agencies



Steps to Collaborative Planning

1. Use the Power of Judicial Leadership

2. Engage a Steering Committee of interagency 
administrators that can commit their organization 
and staff

3. Share Leadership through a common vision and a 
concrete plan with specific role for each team 
member

4. Plan with a purpose to ensure that the goals are 
measurable and the achievable

5. Communicate regularly

6. Establish milestones and celebrate success 

7. Plan for Transition



Creating a Transition Policy

1. Create “Learning Packets” that include 

►policy and procedures and client handbook,

►a current list of contact information and 

team role descriptions,

►a list of community partnerships, 

►key local outcomes and research findings, 

and 

►national publications and online resources.



Creating a Transition Policy – cont.

2. Shadow existing team members and discuss policies.

3. Review implementation plan and existing challenges.

4. Facilitate team building activities to identify 

commonalities of beliefs about  justice and the core 

goals of the program.

5. Don’t forget about participants and families - create 

an opportunity to meet new team members.

6. Introduce new team members to the advisory board.

7. Codify the transition policy and team member role to 

manage this process.



Garnering support through

the data





Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards





























































Evidence Based Practice Implementation

►Competence Drivers – selection, training, coaching

►Organizational Drivers – conducive environment, 

facilitative administration, decision support data

►Leadership Drivers – implementation teams that know 

the innovation, know implementation science, use 

improvement cycles
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Implementation Stages

2 - 4 Years

• Assess needs

• Examine 

intervention 

components

• Consider 

Implementation 

Drivers

• Assess Fit

• Acquire 

Resources

• Prepare 

Organization

• Prepare 

Implementation 

Drivers

• Prepare Staff

• Adjust

Implementation 

Drivers

• Manage Change

• Deploy Data 

Systems

• Initiate 

Improvement 

Cycles

• Monitor & 

Manage 

Implementation 

Drivers

• Achieve Fidelity 

& Outcome 

Benchmarks

• Further Improve 

Fidelity & 

Outcomes

Exploration Installation
Initial 

Implementation

Full 

Implementation



The National Treatment Court 

Online Learning System

www.treatmentcourtonline.org

System Curricula:

► Adult Drug Court Course

► Veterans Treatment Court Course

► Juvenile Drug Court Course

► Tribal Healing to Wellness Course

Components:

► Taped Videos of  Expert Presentations

► Virtual tours of operating Drug Courts

► Practitioner Interviews

► Quizzes and Surveys

► Resource Library/Web Links
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The Blended Learning Approach to the 

Treatment Court Online Learning System

How to use the system in a facilitated team environment

►Utilizes trained local facilitators

►Provides team interaction

►Maintains cost-effectiveness of web training

►Focus on targeted needs for drug court teams

►Only use portions of the site, as needed
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Blended Learning Strategy Goals

► To support a replicable, economical, and sustainable training 

strategy for problem solving courts

► To enhance the use of online education by providing peer 

facilitation to support team learning and strategic planning

► To have peers help teams translate national drug court standards 

into local practice
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Components of the 

Drug Court Learning Plan

► Identify Learning Goals for drug court improvement 

► Describe the existing Current Operational Status regarding 

the issue

► Define preliminary Strategies for improvement or enhancement 

of operations or court structure

► Identify online and other drug court Resources that the team 

should review before discussion and development of a drug 

court improvement or enhancement plan.

► List the Facilitators/Barriers to achieving the targeted 

operational or structural improvements or enhancements 
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Components of the 

Drug Court  Action Plan

►Identify program Goals and Objectives for drug 

court improvement or enhancement

►Define Activities that need to take place to 

accomplish the goals and objectives

►Identify Persons Responsible and Time Frame 

for completion

►Define Measurable Outcomes to that confirm 

that the goals and objectives have been achieved
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Revisit Team Vision, Mission and Goals



Set Practical Ground Rules

►How often the team will meet?

►Who will track progress?

►Always have a written agenda 

►Silence is assent

►If you can’t make a meeting you trust others to 

move forward

►Establish time controls
adapted from a presentation by Tom Begich on “Meeting the Challenge of Challenging Meetings



Elements of Fit Team

►Shared leadership

►Group work skills

►Climate

►Cohesiveness

►Team member contribution



Team Fitness Test 
Rate each of the statements as it applies to the local Reclaiming Futures Community Leadership Team 
using the following scale: 

• This statement definitely applies to our team (4) 

• This statement applies to our team most of the time (3) 

• This statement is occasionally true for our team (2) 

• This statement does not describe our team at all (1) 

     

 4 3 2 1 

1. Each team member has an equal voice.     

2. Members make team meetings a priority.     

3. Team members know they can depend on one another.     

4. Our mandate, goals, objectives are clear and agreed upon.     

5. Team members fulfill their commitments.     

6. Team members see participation as a responsibility.     

7. Our meetings produce excellent outcomes.     

8. There is a feeling of openness and trust in our team.     

 



Team Orientation and Affiliation

►How do I get an assigned interagency partner to 

agree to be active?

►What are the benefits and obligations of being a 

team member?



Team Engagement and Action

• How do we assess the system of care in our 

therapeutic court? (Flowchart, walk through)

• How can we enlist new team members to commit 

to our implementation plan? 

• What actions are suited to specific team 

members?

• How can Rapid Cycle Testing be used to achieve 

small goals, reduce barriers and share sense of 

accomplishments?



Team Transition –

Communication and Education

• How do I build a media plan to educate 

interagency partners and community members? 

(sample plan)

• Who is best to deliver our message to different 

target audiences?

• How can I encourage Fellows to engage in 

community outreach? (sample materials)

• How do we develop our “ask” ?

• What structures need to be in place to manage 

donations or funds or support?



Create a Speaker’s Kit

Including:

• Presentation tips and advice on how to setup 
a speaker's bureau and secure speaking 
opportunities.

• Practical tips for giving a speech.

• PowerPoint presentations and a scripts for 
internal and external audiences.

• Data and stories you can use to tailor your 
speech.



Program Life Cycle Stages

▪ Initiation - an idea for a program is conceived

▪ Development -the idea is 'fleshed out' and tested

▪ Implementation - the idea is put into full practice

▪ Evaluation- progress and performance are measured

▪ Sustainability - the program sustained after the initial 
impetus is removed, and

▪ Dissemination - lessons learned are institutionalized



How to Sustain the Team

▪ Share good news

▪ Be on the lookout for allies

▪ Connect the program with new, related initiatives

▪ Engage with new administrators and elected 
officials

▪ Connect new team members with peers and 
mentors

▪ Bring in new blood and interns

▪ Take the time to conduct retreats and meet outside 
of the courthouse

▪ Engage with participants and family members



BJA Training and Technical Assistance

Providers for Drug Courts

► Center for Court Innovation

► Justice Programs Office, American University

► National Drug Court Institute

► National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges

► National Center for State Courts

► Children and Family Futures

► Tribal Law and Policy Institute
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Questions or Comments?

Dennis A. Reilly, Esq.

Director of Operations, Treatment Court Programs,

Center for Court Innovation,

520 Eighth Avenue, NY, NY 10018

Office (646) 386- 4472

dreilly@nycourts.gov

reillyd@courtinnovation.org




